Survey of Academic Library Database Licensing Practices, 2016-17 Edition

Description: This international study presents data from 29 colleges and universities about their database licensing practices, including spending data on eBooks, databases, and eJournals. The report looks closely at trends in how staff time is consumed on issues such as invoice-checking, contract examination, training patrons in database use and other tasks. In addition we probe librarian feelings on additions to or subtractions from their current database portfolio and their level of interest in novel database such as those of syllabi, open access course materials, textbooks, classroom video and blogs.

The report looks at the use of free information resources such as Google Scholar, and tracks librarian assessment of the rate of price increases for online information.

The study also probes opinions about the use of file sharing sites that make copyright publications available at no charge without the permission of the publishers.

The study also looks at disputes with vendors providing data on the use of lawyers in contract disputes and the frequency of publisher audits and other behavior designed to

Data is broken out by many variables such as college type, enrollment, tuition level and other factors.

Some of the survey participants are: Johns Hopkins University Welch Medical Library, the Australian National University, the University of Bath, Vanderbilt University, Saskatchewan Polytechnic, University at Buffalo and UCONN Health, among others.

Just a few of the report’s many findings are that:

- 8.52% of the time spent in database research by librarians sampled was spent on Google Scholar.
- Public colleges in the sample spent a mean of $82,600 on eBook licenses in the past year.
- Laptops accounted for a mean of 42% of database access for the libraries sampled, fixed workstations for 40.33%.
- Research university libraries in the sample spent an average of more than 2,000 staff hours per year reviewing and paying invoices from database vendors.
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Table 14.1 Approximately how many hours of professional legal assistance (from lawyers within or outside of your organization) did the library require for contract review or disputes related to online information contracts in the past year?
Table 14.2 Approximately how many hours of professional legal assistance (from lawyers within or outside of your organization) did the library require for contract review or disputes related to online information contracts in the past year? Broken out for public and private colleges
Table 14.3 Approximately how many hours of professional legal assistance (from lawyers within or outside of your organization) did the library require for contract review or disputes related to online information contracts in the past year? Broken out by Annual Tuition, $
Table 14.4 Approximately how many hours of professional legal assistance (from lawyers within or outside of your organization) did the library require for contract review or disputes related to online information contracts in the past year? Broken out by Enrollment
Table 14.5 Approximately how many hours of professional legal assistance (from lawyers within or outside of your organization) did the library require for contract review or disputes related to online information contracts in the past year? Broken out by Type or Carnegie class of the institution
Table 15.1 To the best of your knowledge has the library ever been threatened by a publisher or information vendor with any form of legal action for contract abrogation, non-payment or any other reason?
Table 15.2 To the best of your knowledge has the library ever been threatened by a publisher or information vendor with any form of legal action for contract abrogation, non-payment or any other reason? Broken out for public and private colleges
Table 15.3 To the best of your knowledge has the library ever been threatened by a publisher or information vendor with any form of legal action for contract abrogation, non-payment or any other reason? Broken out by Annual Tuition, $
Table 15.4 To the best of your knowledge has the library ever been threatened by a publisher or information vendor with any form of legal action for contract abrogation, non-payment or any other reason? Broken out by Enrollment
Table 15.5 To the best of your knowledge has the library ever been threatened by a publisher or information vendor with any form of legal action for contract abrogation, non-payment or any other reason? Broken out by Type or Carnegie class of the institution
Table 16.1 To the best of your knowledge, has your library ever threatened a publisher or information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason?
Table 16.2 To the best of your knowledge, has your library ever threatened a publisher or information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason? Broken out for public and private colleges
Table 19.3.5 To the best of you knowledge has your organization developed a video or other tutorial in vendors for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts? Broken out by Type or Carnegie class of the institution

Table 19.3.4 To the best of you knowledge has your organization developed a video or other tutorial in negotiating skills for materials acquisition librarians or others entrusted with negotiations with information vendors for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts? Broken out by Enrollment

Table 19.3.3 To the best of you knowledge has your organization developed a video or other tutorial in negotiating skills for materials acquisition librarians or others entrusted with negotiations with information vendors for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts? Broken out by Annual Tuition, $

Table 19.3.2 To the best of you knowledge has your organization developed a video or other tutorial in negotiating skills for materials acquisition librarians or others entrusted with negotiations with information vendors for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts? Broken out for public and private colleges

Table 19.3.1 To the best of you knowledge has your organization developed a video or other tutorial in negotiating skills for materials acquisition librarians or others entrusted with negotiations with information vendors for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts?

Table 19.2.5 To the best of you knowledge has your organization paid for a webinar in negotiating skills for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts? Broken out by Type or Carnegie class of the institution

Table 19.2.4 To the best of you knowledge has your organization paid for a webinar in negotiating skills for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts? Broken out by Enrollment

Table 19.2.3 To the best of you knowledge has your organization paid for a webinar in negotiating skills for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts? Broken out for public and private colleges

Table 19.2.2 To the best of you knowledge has your organization paid for a webinar in negotiating skills for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts?

Table 19.2.1 To the best of you knowledge has your organization paid for a course in negotiating skills for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts?

Table 19.1.5 To the best of you knowledge has your organization paid for a course in negotiating skills for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts? Broken out by Type or Carnegie class of the institution

Table 19.1.4 To the best of you knowledge has your organization paid for a course in negotiating skills for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts? Broken out by Enrollment

Table 19.1.3 To the best of you knowledge has your organization paid for a course in negotiating skills for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts? Broken out by Annual Tuition, $

Table 19.1.2 To the best of you knowledge has your organization paid for a course in negotiating skills for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts? Broken out for public and private colleges

Table 19.1.1 To the best of you knowledge has your organization paid for a course in negotiating skills for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts?

Table 19 To the best of you knowledge has your organization done any of the following for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts?

Table 18.1 What percentage of your database license contracts have ever been formally audited by a publisher or other information vendor?

Table 17.5 To the best of your knowledge has your institution ever had to pay a penalty or extra fees as a result of an audit by a publisher or other information vendor? Broken out by Type or Carnegie class of the institution

Table 17.4 To the best of your knowledge has your institution ever had to pay a penalty or extra fees as a result of an audit by a publisher or other information vendor? Broken out by Enrollment

Table 17.3 To the best of your knowledge has your institution ever had to pay a penalty or extra fees as a result of an audit by a publisher or other information vendor? Broken out for public and private colleges

Table 17.2 To the best of your knowledge has your institution ever had to pay a penalty or extra fees as a result of an audit by a publisher or other information vendor? Broken out by Annual Tuition, $

Table 17.1 To the best of your knowledge has your institution ever had to pay a penalty or extra fees as a result of an audit by a publisher or other information vendor?

Table 16.5 To the best of your knowledge, has your library ever threatened a publisher or information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason? Broken out by Type or Carnegie class of the institution

Table 16.4 To the best of your knowledge, has your library ever threatened a publisher or information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason? Broken out by Enrollment

Table 16.3 To the best of your knowledge, has your library ever threatened a publisher or information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason? Broken out by Annual Tuition, $

Table 16.2 To the best of your knowledge, has your library ever threatened a publisher or information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason? Broken out for public and private colleges

Table 16.1 To the best of your knowledge, has your library ever threatened a publisher or information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason?

Table 15 To the best of your knowledge has your institution paid any amount to a publisher or other information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason? Broken out by Type or Carnegie class of the institution

Table 14 To the best of your knowledge has your institution paid any amount to a publisher or other information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason?

Table 13 To the best of your knowledge has your institution paid any amount to a publisher or other information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason?

Table 12 To the best of your knowledge has your institution paid any amount to a publisher or other information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason?

Table 11 To the best of your knowledge has your institution paid any amount to a publisher or other information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason?

Table 10 To the best of your knowledge has your institution paid any amount to a publisher or other information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason?

Table 9 To the best of your knowledge has your institution paid any amount to a publisher or other information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason?

Table 8 To the best of your knowledge has your institution paid any amount to a publisher or other information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason?

Table 7 To the best of your knowledge has your institution paid any amount to a publisher or other information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason?

Table 6 To the best of your knowledge has your institution paid any amount to a publisher or other information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason?

Table 5 To the best of your knowledge has your institution paid any amount to a publisher or other information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason?

Table 4 To the best of your knowledge has your institution paid any amount to a publisher or other information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason?

Table 3 To the best of your knowledge has your institution paid any amount to a publisher or other information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason?

Table 2 To the best of your knowledge has your institution paid any amount to a publisher or other information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason?

Table 1 To the best of your knowledge has your institution paid any amount to a publisher or other information vendor with legal action over non-performance or other contract abrogation or for any other reason?
Table 19.4.1 To the best of your knowledge has your organization paid for a degree strongly related to the acquisition or development of negotiating skills for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts?

Table 19.4.2 To the best of your knowledge has your organization paid for a degree strongly related to the acquisition or development of negotiating skills for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts? Broken out for public and private colleges

Table 19.4.3 To the best of your knowledge has your organization paid for a degree strongly related to the acquisition or development of negotiating skills for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts? Broken out by Annual Tuition, $

Table 19.4.4 To the best of your knowledge has your organization paid for a degree strongly related to the acquisition or development of negotiating skills for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts? Broken out by Enrollment

Table 19.4.5 To the best of your knowledge has your organization paid for a degree strongly related to the acquisition or development of negotiating skills for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts? Broken out by Type or Carnegie class of the institution

Table 19.5.1 To the best of your knowledge has your organization formally evaluated the negotiating skills of its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts?

Table 19.5.2 To the best of your knowledge has your organization formally evaluated the negotiating skills of its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts? Broken out for public and private colleges

Table 19.5.3 To the best of your knowledge has your organization formally evaluated the negotiating skills of its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts? Broken out by Annual Tuition, $

Table 19.5.4 To the best of your knowledge has your organization formally evaluated the negotiating skills of its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts? Broken out by Enrollment

Table 19.5.5 To the best of your knowledge has your organization formally evaluated the negotiating skills of its librarians for its librarians entrusted with negotiating database contracts? Broken out by Type or Carnegie class of the institution

Describe the measures taken by your library or college administration to improve the negotiating skills of its librarians, particularly those entrusted with negotiating database licensing contracts.

Table 20.1 Approximately how much annual staff time would you say is expended by your library (1 full time person spending all of their time would be about 1900 hours) in reviewing and paying invoices from database vendors?

Table 20.2 Approximately how much annual staff time would you say is expended by your library (1 full time person spending all of their time would be about 1900 hours) in reviewing and paying invoices from database vendors? Broken out for public and private colleges

Table 20.3 Approximately how much annual staff time would you say is expended by your library (1 full time person spending all of their time would be about 1900 hours) in reviewing and paying invoices from database vendors? Broken out by Annual Tuition, $

Table 20.4 Approximately how much annual staff time would you say is expended by your library (1 full time person spending all of their time would be about 1900 hours) in reviewing and paying invoices from database vendors? Broken out by Enrollment

Table 20.5 Approximately how much annual staff time would you say is expended by your library (1 full time person spending all of their time would be about 1900 hours) in reviewing and paying invoices from database vendors? Broken out by Type or Carnegie class of the institution

Table 21.1 As a general rule what percentage of the invoices that you receive for database products would you say are inaccurate?

Table 21.2 As a general rule what percentage of the invoices that you receive for database products would you say are inaccurate? Broken out for public and private colleges

Table 21.3 As a general rule what percentage of the invoices that you receive for database products would you say are inaccurate? Broken out by Annual Tuition, $

Table 21.4 As a general rule what percentage of the invoices that you receive for database products would you say are inaccurate? Broken out by Enrollment

Table 21.5 As a general rule what percentage of the invoices that you receive for database products would you say are inaccurate? Broken out by Type or Carnegie class of the institution

What is the one area in negotiations with vendors that you feel you have had the most success in negotiating? The least success?

What are some of the most serious issues that you have had with database vendors whom you feel have not kept to contractual terms?
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